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Underfunding of Education

Director’s Notes

A

s anyone who has ventured into
the woods to hunt any wildlife, they know first hand that hunting moose requires skills. An experienced hunter would teach a young
person about the need to check the
terrain, wind direction and speed, and how to find the travel routes and they would also pass on his knowledge of the
animal’s behaviour. These are the skills and knowledge
that helped to feed our families since time immemorial.
During the fall, hunters from Gesgapegiag, Gespeg
and Listuguj were practicing these traditions and at the
same time using and occupying our traditional territory. Our hunters are witnessing how Gespe’gewa’gi,
our territory, is being exploited by mining, forestry, hunting outfitters and by Quebec’s program of land leasing.
In the past, the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi notified Quebec and
Canada about their obligation to consult and when necessary accommodate Mi’gmaq interests before implementing economic projects in Gespe’gewa’gi. The result is the
creation of a new Consultation & Accommodation unit that
will allow the MMS to monitor, get information and understand the extent of the economic interest in Gespe’gewa’gi.
They will be in the position to provide a link between the
government and the people to help share their concerns,
comments and their local and cultural knowledge. This
will helps us to be better prepared when discussing with
the governments about the infringements to our rights.
One of the new emerging industries gaining interest of powerful investors is the wind energy sector. In Gespe’gewa’gi
by 2012 there will be $4.1 billion invested in 14 wind farms
generating 1,660 MW. The leadership of the Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi has mandated the MMS to get investors, build a
proposal and submit it to government for an installed capacity of 110 MW. The MMS developed a preliminary plan and
is meeting with Quebec bureaucrats and elected officials to
talk about our interests, our resource and our goals for the nation. The Chiefs choose to submit this larger proposal instead
of accepting the 25MW that they do not considerer profitable nor reflects the level of infringements over our territory.
We are decentralizing the operations of the Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi. The Chiefs asked us to use more of the local workforce and open offices in their communities, respecting the
budgets. We have now people working in the communities
supporting the mandates given to us by the Chiefs & Councils.
Internally we are restructuring various Units and soon we will
have it ready and announced in our website and in the next
Gespisiq. It is clear that the road ahead can be long and most
times quite challenging and we will continue to work and focus to provide benefits for the community and the people of
Gesgapegiag, Gespeg and Listuguj
Troy Jerome
TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009

National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, Shawn A-in-chut
Atleo and Listuguj Chief Allison Metallic.

“I

f there is not funding to
preserve our language
then it’s a violation to our right
to speech. We need and we
want to have our languages
protected,” said National Chief
of the Assembly of First Nations, Shawn A-in-chut Atleo,
a Hereditary Chief from the
Ahousaht First Nation in B.C.
In fact, the teaching of First
Nation languages receives
$185.00 per student, not enough
to set immersion schools, pay
teachers or publish textbooks.
This situation was strongly
criticized at a press conference
held in Listuguj on November
19. The federal funding formula for First Nations schools has
been untouched for 20 years
not providing new monies for
libraries, integrations of technology, extracurricular sports
or recreation activities.
National Chief Shawn Atleo,
Ghislain Picard Quebec Labrador AFN Vice-Chief and Chief
Allison Metallic deplored the
underfunding of education for
First Nations in Canada that is
directly affecting the students
of Gespe’gewa’gi.
“Year after year the Canadian
government continues to close
its eyes to the recommenda-
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tions of more than 35 years
of studies, consultations and
working groups. By refusing
to consider them, the Canadian
government keeps our First
Nation institutions in a difficult
situation” affirmed Listuguj
Chief Allison Metallic.
The press conference is part of
the Awareness-building campaign on First Nation education. Journalist on site and the
ones participating through the
internet were informed about
the rightful aspiration of the
Mi’gmaq and other Nations to
have schools able to present
the conditions for a stimulating educational environment
promoting the success of the
students and able to contribute
to the survival and prosperity
of First Nations languages and
culture.
The visit of National Chief
Atleo, four months after his
election as National Chief,
was very appreciated in Listuguj. He was at the Grand
Opening of the Youth Center,
visited different local organizations including the MMS and
the Alaqsite’w Gitpu School
where he spoke to the students
and drummed. Listuguj held a
special Community Feast that
filled the Community Hall.
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Mi’gmagi Elders Gather
at The Gesgapegiag Elders Lodge

Mi’gmaq Language
Declaration
Why Declare Mi’gmaq as the Official
Language of Gespe’gewa’gi?

A

s part of its vision, the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi is working to uphold and respect Aboriginal and Treaty Rights. Upholding our
Aboriginal Treaty Rights includes the right to
speak, learn and share the original language of
this Territory, which is Mi’gmaq.

By Christianne Bernard

T

he first meeting of the Elders
Circle was held at the Gesgapegiag Elders Lodge in late September at a request of the Office of
The Nutewistoq.

“I’ve been waiting for something
like this to happen. When I got
the letter I felt honored and privileged.”
Bernard Jerome, Gesgapegiag

Ms. Ella Adams and Beatrice Coffin from Gespeg, Mr. Harry Condo,
Mr. Bernard Jerome and Mrs. Regina Martin from Gesgapegiag and
Mr. John Isaac, Ms. Linda Brisk
and Mr. Isaac Metallic from Listuguj, were appointed by their Chief
and Council’s to represent their
communities to discuss the creation of a permanent Elders Circle
and to give Nutewistoq some extra
guidance. The Elders were more
than willing to share their views,
concerns and knowledge.

“It makes my heart feel good to
see other Elders. I look forward to
this. I hope you can get it to fly. As
an Elder if I’m going to talk about
something, I need to know about
it. Things cannot be hidden from
us. We’d be more receptive if we
know what is happening.”
John Isaac, Listuguj

Nutewistoq, Ms. Brenda Miller
brief this group of Elders on the
work accomplished since the Political Accord was signed in 2000.
The Elders met for a second time in
late October, and are scheduled to
gather again early December.
“When I got the letter to join this
group, I said, this is what I want
to do. It is in my heart.”
Isaac Metallic, Listuguj

4
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“History has not been that good
on us. It’s about the French and
the English imposing their ways
on us. How did we loose our ways
and traditions? We want to turn
the table around. After all that
has happened to us, 500 years later, we are still here speaking our
language, hunting and practicing
our traditions.”
Ella Adams, Gespeg
“As far as I’m concerned, I’m
going to help out as much as I
can.”
Harry Condo, Gesgapegiag

GESPISIQ

In our discussions with the Governments of
Canada and Québec we were told, “Mi’gmaq
is not a recognized language in Quebec”. The
Ministers refused to sign documents, which
“they did not understand”. For many years,
Mi’gmaq being our only language, we were
forced to sign agreements that we did not fully understand, and were obliged to learn their
languages using their governmental systems.
However, it is now the right time to take an active approach to protect and revitalize our language, and the Mi’gmaq Language Declaration
is a solid step forward.
“The Mi’gmaq people in terms of the rest
of the First Nations people in Canada,
have encountered settlement and colonization in some instances 200-300 years
prior, and yet you’ve managed in the face
of all of that to retain your language, and
that is incredible. I think that as far as
other Nations go, that this is a good story
for them, that they can be inspired by it.
To realize that not withstanding all these
things that have happened, here is a Nation that retained it’s language. How did
they do that? “
– Herb George, Chief of the Frog Clan
and President of the National Center for
First Nations Governance
“When you know your Language and who
you are, it makes you a stronger person on
the inside.” – Gespe’gewa’gi Member
“Language is your heart and soul; and
you speak from your heart and soul.”
– Unknown
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Mi’gmaq as The Official
language of Gespe’gewa’gi

Mi’gmaw Na Gepminsitunnn
Ula Gespe’gewa’gig
Toqo tujiw na Mi’gmawi’suti gi’s ne’gaw e’was’g
ula Gespe’gewa’gig, ges’gmnaq nestuite’taqn
aq
ges’gmnaq Apaqtugewaq
peita’tigweg
Mi’gma’gig;

Whereas the Mi’gmaq language has been spoken
in Gespe’gewa’gi since time before memory and
well before the arrival of Europeans in Mi’gma’gi;
Whereas the vitality of the Mi’gmaq language has
been under attack by colonial forces since the arrival of Europeans in Mi’gma’gi;

Toqo Tujiw na Mi’gmawi’suti gi’s ne’gaw getantas’g
weja’tegemgeg amgesewei Apaqtugewa’j oqwa’teg
Mi’gma’gig;

Whereas the Mi’gmaq language is the vital tie
that connects us to our ancestors as well as to future generations in Gespe’gewa’gi and throughout
Mi’gma’gi;

Toqo tujiw na Mi’gmawi’suti ne’gaw genugsieg
ta’n wetapegsultiegig sa’qawe’gi’g aq elt ugjit
ta’nig wejgwianguita’jig Gespe’gewa’gig aq ta’n
telgi’g Mi’gma’gi;

Whereas the Mi’gmaq language narrates our history within Gespe’gewa’gi and our nation-to-nation
relationship with the Crown and other Aboriginal
Nations;
Whereas the Mi’gmaq language determines our worldview
(Ugs’tqamu) and is the repository for our teachings, our oral history, our laws and our protocols;
Whereas the Mi’gmaq posses the inherent and constitutional
right to maintain, promote and advance the Mi’gmaq language;
Whereas the survival and vitality of the Mi’gmaq language depends upon the use of the Mi’gmaq language in all aspects of
everyday life in Gespe’gewa’gi;
Whereas our connection to the Mi’gmaq language brings the
communities of Gespeg, Gesgapegiag and Listuguj together as
one Nation with one Vision;
Whereas it is necessary to put in place policies that will facilitate
the revitalisation of the Mi’gmaq language in the Mi’gmaq communities of Gespe’gewa’gi;
Be it resolved that the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Assembly
declares Mi’gmaq as the official language of Gespe’gewa’gi;
Be it further resolved that the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Assembly
authorize the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat to draft policies
that will allow our communities to prioritize the retention, promotion and revitalization of the Mi’gmaq language in the social,
cultural, spiritual, governmental and international life of the
Mi’gmaq.
Moved: Joanna Martin
Second: Calvin Barnaby
By Consensus
Duly convened Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Meeting of
January 16, 2009
Officialized Herein:

Toqo Tujiw na Mi’gmawi’suti musga’tugsieg ta’n teliangaptm’g
Ugs’tqamu aq elg na’te’l weja’tuegl ‘ntgina’masutiminal, ta’n
wetapegsultieg, ‘nt’tplutaqanminal aq ta’n telgegnuo’ltimg;
Toqo Tujiw Mi’gmewaq gi’s ne’gaw alsutmi’tij ugjit ango’tmnew,
ewmnnew aq ‘gsmoqjenmnew Mi’gmawi’suti ta’n telwi’gas’g
mawiespe’g ‘tplutaqan ula Ganada;
Toqo Tujiw ugjit na Mi’gmawi’suti siawapegsin, amujpa na
peggwie’was’g ugjit ‘ms’t goqwei, aq ta’n telmilugutimg te’sigisg’g
ula Gespe’gewa’gig;
Toqo Tujiw ta’n teltaqane’wasultieg ula Mi’gmawi’sutigtug na
mawnugsieg ‘s’tge’ ula Gespe’g Gesgapegiag aq Listugujg Newtunemigsultieg aq mawi iganita’sultieg;
Toqo Tujiw nige’ amujpa ewi’gmu’gl ‘tplutaqann ta’n apoqnmattew apaja’tu’g Mi’gmawi’suti ula ‘Lnue’gati’l Gespe’gewa’gig;
Nige’ Tls’tas’gt’j Mi’gmawei Mawio’mi Mawtesgatultimg
pa’qeiagnutmnew; Mi’gmawi’suti Na Gepminsituninen Ula
Gespe’gewa’gig
Me’ ap Ajitls’tas’gt’j na Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Mawtesgatultimg
ignmatg alsusuti ugjit Mi’gmawei Mawio’mi Secretariat wi’gmn
‘tplutaqane’l ta’n ignmatew ‘Lnue’gati’l ‘pqoji ilite’tmnew ta’n
tlgeligatten, tlie’wuten aq tliapaja’tuten Mi’gmawi’suti ugjit ta’n
telo’lti’gw, ta’n teligtlams’tasulti’gw, ta’n telsumsulti’gw aq ta’n
telmilialqatmu’ti’gw Mi’gmawulti’gw.
Moved: Joanna Martin
Second: Calvin Barnaby
By Consensus
Duly convened Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Meeting of
January 16, 2009
Officialized Herein:

Chair – Mi’gmawei Mawiomi
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Toqo Tujiw na Mi’gmawi’suti agnutg ta’n
wetapegsultieg ula Gespe’gewa’gig aq ta’n ne’gaw
teleiatulti’gw Elege’witewigtug aq elt igtigig Lnu’g
Te’sinemigsultijig;

Chair – Mi’gmawei Mawiomi

GESPISIQ
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Continuing The Battle For Recognition
has always been somewhat unstable
and so far it remains the same. They
don’t want to believe that we have
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights.
Gespisiq: Presently, the MM is
entering into this land claim process
in Gaspe’gewa’gi. As a Chief, what
do you hope to achieve?
Chief Allison Metallic: In the
economic front, I hope to achieve
success by obtaining a contract that
includes our three communities in
wind power development in the
region. It’s a good beginning in
sharing resources.

Chief Allison Metallic
This article is the final piece to a
three part series of Interviews with the
Mi’gmawei Mawiomi leadership. This
issue features Chief Allison Metallic of
Listuguj.
Interview by Christianne Bernard
Gespisiq: How was the Listuguj
Band’s relationship with the Quebec
and Canadian governments before
the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi (MM) was
formed?
Chief Allison Metallic: In the eyes
of both the governments, they see
themselves as having a good relationship
with First Nations. But in our view, we
are being ignored and left out of major
economic development projects in our
region. This is why we formed the MM
back in 2001. There was an urgent need
for our Nation to strengthen our position
in the Gaspésie as three united Mi’gmaq
communities fighting for the recognition
of our rights.
The relationship with both governments
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On the political front, we know that
we own this land. We have never
strayed by saying that the Gaspésie
may be ours, because we know that
it is ours. It’s up to the provincial
and federal governments to prove
otherwise.
However, we hope that in the end we
can make a deal with the provincial
and federal governments, and discuss
how we can co-exist and begin to share
resources.
Gespisiq: What challenges are ahead of
us in getting our rights and title to our
land recognized? What do you think are
going to be our major hurdles?
Chief Allison Metallic: The Conférence
régionale des élus (CRÉ) in Gaspésie
and Îles-de-la-Madeleine region, having
more power than the Mi’gmaq. This
organization was only formed in 2003,
but they have a tremendous amount of
power, benefiting from the development
of our lands and partnering with the
governments. And here we are with
more ties and history to the land, yet the
governments continually ignore us.
Gespisiq: What do you think about
sustainability in our territory? How are
we going to model sustainability to the
GESPISIQ

province of Quebec and our community
members?
Chief Allison Metallic: As a leader I’ve
always thought about sustainability. I’ll
give you a great example of sustainability
here in Listuguj. We have a long history
of conflict with the Quebec government.
As a matter of fact, it went as far as us
being raided by an army of officers and
wardens coming into our community
and literally taking over and imposing
their laws on us in their effort to suppress
our fishing rights. After trying to work
with them in the early 90’s and without
success, we decided that we were going
to create our own fishing regulations
on this river and implement our own
policies on how to use and protect it.
Since 1994 we’ve introduced a Ranger
program, which now allows us to
monitor the traditional salmon fishing
from one side of the river to the other
without interference from Quebec and
New Brunswick. We had to draw up
our own laws and we had to agree on
them. Within these regulations, we put
in conservations measures to ensure that
there will be enough natural resources
for the next seven generations. This
Mi’gmaq initiative was proven
successful and we are still using it.
Gespisiq: This is a historical time in
terms of developing a new relationship
with Quebec and Canada. Thinking
about your grandchildren, what are you
hoping to leave for them as a legacy?
Chief Allison Metallic: I want to make
sure that my grandchildren and great
grandchildren have the opportunity to
practice their language and culture.
I want them to know that they are
Mi’gmaq and be proud of that. We have
a history of being the first people in the
Gaspésie, and this is something that we
need to be proud of. We do not doubt our
history. We can also be proud of the fact
that our ancestors preserved our culture
and language as well as they did.
TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009

Honoring The Veterans

Listuguj Veterans were honored by students and teachers
with ceremonies, chanting and handshakes.

O

n November 11, 2009, Listuguj
commemorated their veterans
with a service held at the Listuguj
Saint Anne’s Church followed by a
community meal prepared by the Elders Committee. A moment of silence
was held inside the church at exactly
11am. The day before, the Aleqsite’w
Gitpu School invited the Veterans for
a ceremony in the gym.

In Gesgapegiag,
the Wejgwapniag
School honored their veterans at the
Kateri Tekakwita Mission. A moment
on silence was also held at exactly
11am. Afterwards, all the students
honored the Gesgapegiag veterans
by placing their poppies and their artwork on the monument dedicated to
these veterans. Invited guest Captain
McCarthy joined the students.
Earlier that morning Captain McCarthy met with grades 5,6,7 and 8
students to discuss the meaning of
Remembrance Day and to share his
experiences in Afghanistan. Later
that afternoon he also met with the
younger students.
Gespeg did not have any scheduled
events for this year.

Listuguj Veterans Memorial

T

he Listuguj Veterans Memorial Committee (LVMC), a local committee of survivors, family members and friends of the Canadian and American service members who
were killed, captured or Missing in Action.
MIA during past wars are launching a major
fund raising campaign to construct a Listuguj Veterans Memorial.
The LVMC is looking for community support in helping to raise the funds needed and
their goal is to have the memorial in place
by Aboriginal Treaty Day on June 21, 2010.
Committee members will be selling tickets, hosting various fund raising events and
donation jars are located at all major LMG
buildings and stores.
Interested donors can contact Peter Arsenault, LVMC President at 418.788.2009.
Please give generously and help honor those
men and women who experienced
war, both past and present. Donations can be made to:
Listuguj Veteran Memorial Fund,
PO Box 336, Listuguj, QC,
G0C 2R0

Gesgapegiag children show the cards they made for the
Veterans.
TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009
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Our Three Mi’gmaq Communities
Gathered in Gesgapegiag
By Crissy Metallic, Assembly Coordinator

T

his 8th Annual General Assembly (AGA)
was held in Gesgapegiag at the Galgoasiet Natural Resource Building on June
11 & 12, 2009.
Our theme this year was “A Step Forward:
Nation-to-Nation”, which reflects the land
claim process that we are entering with
Canada and Quebec.
Throughout the year, historical events took
place. The Niganita’suatas’gl Ilsutagan (NI):
The thinking before the decision was created, and an agreement between the Mi’gmaq,
Canada and Quebec to work together on
pre-negotiations of a Gespe’gawa’gi comprehensive land claim was signed. This
agreement will incorporate the Mi’gmaq
values, beliefs, and traditions within the negotiations process.
Each year the MMS staff prioritizes the
AGA and we begin preparations months
in advance to have a successful gathering. This years presentations included the
Mi’gmawei Mawiomi progress through the
Directors’ reports, the Office of Nutewistoq
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and a strong presentation by the Keynote speaker Herb George were very
informative. Herb George is the President of National Centre for First Nation
Governance.
Other activities at the AGA also included
ceremonies, a traditional feast where the
Mi’gmaq honored Gesgapegiag Elder
Eva Bernard, and the presentation of
the MM Secretariat Annual Scholarship
Award was given to Walter Jerome Jr.
from Gesgapegiag. He is a second year
Kinesiology student at the University
of New Brunswick.
The Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Annual
General Assembly gives community members a chance to participate
and take an active role in the workings of
the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi. Having the opportunity to coordinate the AGA in each
community has taught me a great
deal and I feel that this year’s
meeting was a great success! I
look forward to seeing everyone at the next AGA in Gespeg,
Quebec in 2010.

GESPISIQ
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Walking a New Path

As a Nation, we have once suffered
together, and now it is time to move
forward and gather our resources, to
pave our own ways to strengthen our
communities, language and culture.
“We have to put ourselves in a new
position, to change the stories that we
tell our young people. Create a new
memory in their minds about freedom,
confidence, about being able to
dream, to be able to trust, to feel safe,
to believe in who they are as a
person, as a member of our Nation
with the right to be out there on
this land, to be able to provide
for themselves, their children and
future generations,” said Satsan
with confidence and passion.

By Christianne Bernard

“W

hat this is about is putting a
new memory in the minds of
our children,” were key words in Mr.
Herb George’s (Satsan) speech at the
2009 Migmawei Mawiomi Secretariat
Annual General Assembly held in
Gesgapegiag on June 11th and 12h.
“Traditionally the fall season is a time to
tell stories, to pass on our language and
to tell our history. Now, when we talk
to our children, all we talk about is our
pain and anger,” said Satsan during his
presentation.
Satsan is a Wet’suwet’en Hereditary
Chief of the Frog Clan and President
of the National Center for First Nations
Governance. He was a key figure
and strategist in the DelgamuukwGisday’wa case, which was the subject
of a successful judgment before the
Supreme Court of Canada in December
1997
(http://www.fngovernance.org/
bios/satsan.htm).
Delgamuukw
v.
British Columbia is a famous leading
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada
where the Court made its most definitive
statement on the nature of Aboriginal
title in Canada. (http://www.reference.
com/browse/wiki/Delgamuukw_v._
British_Columbia)

TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009

It is irrefutable that Aboriginal groups
in Canada, including the Mi’gmaq have
an Inherent Right. “It is not a delegated
right, it’s a right you were born with
and will pass on to your children,” says
Satsan.

Major Supreme Court ruling such
as the Delgamuukw v. British
Columbia and the R v. Marshall,
are examples of successful court
rulings that strengthen the views
that we as Mi’gmaq people have
Rights and Title to these lands.

Chief Herb George (Satsan)

As a result of the Delgamuk v. British
Columbia ruling, the Supreme Court
of Canada has acknowledged the issue
of Aboriginal tile and has set as a
precedent, the acceptance of our oral
histories as evidence in court. “The court
has to accept our oral histories when
we bring them forward as evidence”,
assured Satsan, being no stranger to
the court system after assisting with
the Delgamuunkw-Gisday’wa case for
twenty-four years.

GESPISIQ

This is a pivotal time for the
Mi’gmaq, many things have
and are happening. “We now
have a new era in terms of our
relationship with the Crown
and the Canadian public. The
long battle for recognition for
Aboriginal and treaty rights in this
country has been accomplished
through the efforts of your people in
this part of the world and right across
the country to our people in our part of
the world, to the north by their people
in their part of the world. Through
many successive legal victories and
strong political action, we have a new
era now”, concluded Satsan.
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Giving Back To The Communities
By Karen Barnaby

T

he Research Unit of Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi Secretariat (MMS) is
proud to announce the release of three
important research reports approved
for release to the general public by the
Chiefs Executive Committee.

The Research Unit of MMS has been
accumulating reports since its inception
and will continue to do so in the years
ahead. It has always been the intention
of the Research Unit to bring the information from the research reports back to
the community. These three reports are
the first of many reports to be released to
the general public. Our hope is that they
will provide some insight to some of the
work our Unit is focusing on.
The reports were initially released at

our Annual General Assembly in
Gesgepegiag on June 11, 2009. Copies of the three reports were available to view at the Research Unit
kiosk set up at the AGA. In addition, we offered to send copies
of the full report to individual
e-mail addresses.
The release of these documents to the general public represents a positive step forward in
terms of the essential research being conducted on the behalf of the Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi Secretariat’s Research Unit.
Research papers such as these support
the Mi’gmaq’s common objective of
asserting and defending the Rights and
Title to Gespe’gewa’gi for future gener-

ations.
One of the objective of releasing these reports is to help those understand the Mi’gmaq perspective of our
use and occupancy of Gespe’gewa’gi.

Mi’gmawei ‘Politics’:
Mi’gmaq
Political Traditions

Re-conceptualizing of Mi’gmaq Governance:
Ta’n teliangweiasultigw
“How a people best take care of each other”

Archaeology of the
Restigouche River,
New Brunswick

Prepared by:
Fred Metallic M.A. and
Robin Cavanaugh

Prepared by:
Fred Metallic M.A. and
Amy Chamberlain M.A.

A summary Prepared by:
Kevin Leonard
Ph.D. Archaeoconsulting

May 1, 2002

March 31, 2006

February 28, 2002

T

The Mi’gmaq Writer’s Award 2009

he Mi’gmaq Writer’s Award is an annual initiative of the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi. This initiative is to promote the
work of Mi’gmaq writers of Gespe’gewa’gi. The Leadership strongly felt there was an urgent need to uncover
notable Mi’gmaq writers who possess a special interest in pursuing writing as a career and knowing that some of our
ancestors were the greatest storytellers.    
This year’s proud sponsor is Cartier Wind Energy. We plan to keep this important initiative alive with the help and
generosity of our sponsors. The writer’s contest is open to any Mi’gmaq member of Listuguj, Gesgapegiag and Gespeg.
Deadline for all entries is December 31st, 2009.
Prizes to be Awarded: 18 & older - $1500.00 - 17 and younger - $500.00.  
For further contest rules and entry form, please visit us at www.migmawei.ca or contact us at (418) 788-1760
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Speaking About Our Land:
Nm’tginen
By Karen Barnaby

The Research Unit of the Migmawei Mawiomi Secretariat
along with Heritage Canada and Canadian Culture Online
is proud to announce the launch of a new website Speaking
about our Land; www.aboutourland.ca
The website is an interactive site which includes learning
materials geared towards youth. The website contains
materials such as collections of audio, video, photographs and stories about the Mi’gmaq and their use
of the land and water. The site also includes learning materials with three modules for each of the four
seasons. It presents a captivating story using the four
seasons/cycles of life as organizing themes. The continual movement of the season has long regulated the
Mi’gmaq way of life and the site demonstrates these
connections through stories and teaching from Elders.
The website is available in both English and French and
is an invaluable learning tool for students and teachers as well.
This website – Speaking about our Land, Nm’tginen, honors the history, contributions, and culture of the Gepe’gewa’gi, Mi’gmaq.
Check out this information and visually stimulating website;
www.migmawei.ca.

Mi’gmaq Rights
How Well Do You Know them?
“How much do you know about Mi’gmaq Rights?”
asks Ms. Nicole Jeannotte, Mi’gmawei Liaison Officer
(MLO) for Gespeg. Whether it is a lot or very little,
a visit from your local MLO would prove to be both
beneficial and interesting.
Their purpose is to inform community members about
major files that the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi and the Office
of the Nutewistoq are working on. They are also there
to collect your feedback and opinions to share them with the
leadership.

Currently the MLOs are developing presentations about the
Treaties that will be delivered during the winter.

The Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat, with the assistance of
the three local MLOs are currently conducting a series of private
and public presentations to increase the communities level of
understanding regarding the Niganita’suatas’gl Ilsutaqan (NI)
process, Mi’gmaq Rights, Treaties and Mi’gmaq History.

Gesgapegiag
Christine Jerome
Tel: 759-1303

For more information please contact directly the MLOs:

From February to the end of July, there were 118 community
members visited in Listuguj, 63 in Gesgapegiag and 71 in
Gespeg. The main topic of discussion was the NI process.
TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009
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GESPEG
Nicole Jeannotte
Tel: 368- 6005

Listuguj
Donna MetallicIsaac
Tel: 788-1760

More information on this program can be found at
www.migmawei.ca
WWW.MIGMAWEI.CA
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Mi’gmaq worldview will guide discussions with governments

W

hen important matters are to
be considered and decided,
Mi’gmaq prefer to enter into a process
called Niganita’suatas’gl Ilsutaqann. In
English, it means “the thinking before
the decision”.

Natalie Normandeau, and Pierre Corbell,
Minister responsible for Aboriginal
Affairs for the Government of Quebec
in Gaspe to commemorate the signing of
the NI agreement. The original signing
of the NI was in the Fall of 2008.

Niganita’suatas’gl Ilsutaqann is a
Mi’gmaq way of discussing and
considering issues and concerns before
agreeing on important matters. In the
Mi’gmaq way, participants would
actively share and exchange their views
in a risk free, honest, open, respectful,
inclusive and consensus building way.
Each participant would be responsible to
exchange views, to listen to and support
each other, and to move forward together
in an effort to arrive at a good result for
all participants.

“The agreement is the result of more
than five years of discussions and
carries the vision of the Chiefs to work
constructively towards a mutually
beneficial reconciliation that will help
foster a better future for all of us”, said
Gespeg Chief and Chair of the Mi’gmawei
Mawiomi, Claude Jeannotte.

These values are not exclusive to
the Mi’gmaq, but the Mi’gmaq
believe that there is a special
spirit in this Mi’gmaq way that
can benefit everyone involved.

The signing of the NI agreement was a
day where all parties
were pleased with the
results, reaffirming the
purpose of the

NI agreement. It was also a day where
a more positive relationship between the
Mi’gmaq, Canada and Quebec begun.
“Through this initiative our government
acknowledges the importance of the
Mi’gmaq communities to the economic
and cultural development of our region
and expresses its desire to build new
partnership with them”, expressed
Minister Natalie Normandeau.
The signing of this agreement opens
the doors for clear and constructive
communication between the Mi’gmaq,
Canada, and Quebec, with the objective
of it leading into a framework agreement
between the three.

In early September, Gespeg Chief
Claude Jeannotte, Listuguj Chief
Allison Metallic and Gesgapegiag
Councilor Quentin Condo met
with the Honorable Chuck Strahl,
Minister of Indian and Northern
Development, Deputy Premier
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Gesgapegiag Students Visit Fort Listuguj
By Christianne Bernard

I

n September, the Wejgwapniag students from Gesgapegiag visited Fort
Listuguj, where Ms. Brenda G. Miller (Nutewistog), greeted them and
gave them a brief history lesson on
Mi’gma’gi, Gespe’gawa’gi, 1760 Battle of Listuguj and Treaties.
The extent of their knowledge about
Treaties and the absorption of the information she shared impressed and
pleased Ms. Miller. “The students were
impressive, in consideration of their
age group, they were cooperative and
seemed very interested. It pleasantly
surprised me and I had a great time
learning with them. The staff should be
proud of this class,” says Nutewistoq.
The visit also included a tour of the
site, and a role-playing activity where
the students reenacted a Treaty signing
between the Mi’gmaq and Europeans.
During their self-guided tour, the grade
7 & 8 students were amazed by the replicated structure and had many questions.

During the field
trip, they not only
saw a unique architecture that people
once traveled half
way around the
world to see, but
also brought back
with them more knowledge of who they are
and where they came from.
“Mi’gmaq history is essential. Generations passed without the benefit of
learning about a people blessed with a
unique spirituality, culture, way of life
and tradition that has created a multi
generational loss of a rich knowledge
of who we are as a people. I believe that
if our generations had had the good fortune of being exposed to Mi’gmaq History (our story), our people would exude
more pride and a dignity for knowing
how major our contributions have been
throughout history in the making of this
country, now known as Canada,” says
Nutewistoq.

Although past generations were not so
widely exposed to Mi’gmaq History
and traditional ways, there is presently
a drive to learn and uncover our stories, which is why organizations such as
the Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat
and The Office of the Nutewistoq were
formed. The visit from the Wejgwapniag students is an inspiring story because it is recognizable that a foundation in Mi’gmaq History has been set
and they are already many steps ahead
of where past generations were in regards to Mi’gmaq History and Rights.

New Consultation & Accommodation Unit
By Tanya Barnaby

T

his past July, the Leadership of the
Mi’gmawei Mawiomi mandated
the Secretariat to create the Consultation
and Accommodation (C&A) Unit. This
office is set up to receive requests for
consultation from the Ministère des
Resources naturelles et de la Faune
(MRNF) for the three Mi’gmaq
communities.
The staff of the C&A unit includes;
Tanya Barnaby, Director, Lori Ann
Martin, Program Administrator and
Sherry Condo, administrative support.
Together, the team is working towards
creating a more stable platform for
information sharing with MRNF. It is
our hope that this process will help to
TOQWA’Q / AUTUMN 2009

include the interests of the Mi’gmaq in
decisions being made at the provincial
level.
Consultation information will be given
out in various ways. We are currently
working on setting up our page on
www.migmawei.ca/consultation
so
that community members can access
information at any given time as well as
submit their comments and concerns on
various topics. Community consultation
sessions will happen in Gespeg, in
Gesgapegiag and in Listuguj as the
need arises.
Our goal is to have community
participation and feedback to include in
GESPISIQ

our consultation reports to MRNF.
Some of the topics that MRNF plan to
consult us on include; Wind Energy,
Oil & Gas exploration, changes to the
Forestry Management Units, leases
of vacationing spots and changes to
any and all regulations in Wildlife and
Forestry.
If you would like to have your name
added to our email notifications for
upcoming community sessions, please
send your request to consultations@
migmawei.ca or to learn more about
the C&A unit, please call the Director,
Tanya Barnaby at 418.788.1760 or
email tbarnaby@migmawei.ca
WWW.MIGMAWEI.CA
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Mi’gmaq
Sensitization
Workshop
at Battle
of Restigouche
By Andrew Lavigne,
Communications Coordinator

T

he Mi’gmawei Mawiomi Secretariat recently facilitated a
full-day Mi’gmaq Cultural sensitization workshop for the Battle of
Restigouche Historical Site staff
on June 4th, 2009.
The main goal of the workshop was to
sensitize and educate the site staff and
student workers on Mi’gmaq culture,
language and traditions through Elders
and educators. Teachings were given
through songs, drumming, language,
craft making, and a talking circle. Additional workshops were scheduled for
October 2009, with annual workshops to
be held prior to each yearly opening of
the site.
During the workshop, a traditional feast
was prepared by Listuguj Elders and
shared with the staff, where a video entitled “Spirit World, The Story of the
Mi’gmaq” was shown. The staff emphasized that knowing more about the

Elder Kathy Sorbey, sharing her perspective on history with an attentive audience.
history and culture of the Mi’gmaq is
strongly advisable for everyone. When
asked to comment on the experience of
this workshop, a staff member replied, “I
was happy to have had a chance to listen to the Elders sharing more historical
facts of the Mi’gmaq. I do hope we have
more of these workshops where we can
learn from the Mi’gmaq Nation”.
Elder William Jerome of Gesgapegiag
was one of the Elders who shared teachings through our Pipe and Drum. His
involvement was equally as rewarding,
stating “I believe more of these sensitization workshops should happen, especially at locations that provide Mi’gmaq
information. It’s important to remember
that the Mi’gmaq welcomed the new-

comers into their territory based on the
principles of sharing. The Mi’gmaq have
a responsibility to share and protect the
land and waters to ensure that the resources remain sufficient for generations
to come. I’m glad to give teachings to
anyone who is interested.”
The site is seasonally open and offers visual tours of the last naval battle between
France and England for possession of
North America. The Mi’gmaq are part
of this history as the French relief vessels sought safe harbor from the English
and anchored in the Restigouche River
near Listuguj on May 18, 1760. Here the
French enlisted the resourceful help of
the Mi’gmaq to guide them throughout
Gespe’gewa’gi.

Community Events
Gespeg
On Sunday December 06th, 2009, Santa
will be at the Gespeg Community Hall
at 1:00 pm to give gifts to the children.
For more information contact La Nation
Micmac de Gespeg at 418-368-6005.
The Gespeg Cultural Centre in Montreal
have two planned events. On December
06th from 11:00 am to 4:00 pm they are
hosting a traditional feast and on the 13th
they are having breakfast with Santa for
the young children. For more information
contact the Centre at 514-303-7401.
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Gesgapegiag
The Wejgwapniag School in Gesgapegiag will be holding their Christmas
Concert on Wednesday December 16th, 2009 at the School gym at 1:00 pm.
For more information contact Connie at 418-759-3422.
Listuguj
Listuguj Social Services will be holding the community event “Santa
Wejguwet” at the Bingo Hall on Tuesday December 15th, from 4:00-6:00pm.
Santa will be there with gifts for the children and some lucky parents will win
door prizes. Pizza and cookies will be served. For more information contact
April Dedam at 418-788-3039.
The Alaqsit’w Gitpu School (AGS) in Listuguj will be holding their Christmas
Concert for the general public on Wednesday December 16th, 2009 at the
School Gym. For more information contact Miss Joanne at 418-788-3700.
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Importance of Recycling Programs
By Marcy Jacques,
Listuguj Student

C

By Corey Martin
Listuguj

onservation has always
been a part of the
Mi’gmaq way of life.
Our early ancestors lived
off the lands, rivers, and
forests so they knew the
importance of protecting and
conserving these resources for
future generations.

Laying in the tall soft grass
Seeing nothing but the clear skies
Hearing nothing but the wind
Surrounding you
Feeling everything
Being one with the land

As times have changed so did the necessities of life. Today,
electricity is essential to our everyday lives. We use electricity
to heat and light our homes, to cook the food we eat, and
to operate the many machines that make our lives more
convenient.
The electricity and energy we use comes from fossil fuels,
which are non-renewable resources that are found within the
Earth’s crust. As the Earth’s demand for energy increases so
does the demand for fossil fuels. Since these fossil fuels cannot
be replaced we need to start conserving energy to avoid the
depletion of fossil fuels for our future generations.
One of the simplest ways to conserve energy is by recycling.
Recycling saves energy, trees, water, oil, landfill space,
and also helps reduce air pollution. Recycling helps the
environment flourish. When you recycle paper you save trees
from being cut down. When you recycle plastic containers and
aluminium cans you save the energy required to make new
ones.
With minimal effort and as little as five minutes a day
recycling can easily be incorporated into your daily life. Let’s
follow in our ancestors footsteps and keep conservation an
important aspect of the Mi’gmaq way of life.
The Gespisiq magazine is now printed in recycled paper.
Please share this issue with others.
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Knowing freedom
Having freedom
Are two different realities…
Being striped
From who you are
Everything you believe
Your way of life
Be destroyed…
To be rounded up
Like a heard of cattle
And forced to live
In a fenced in waste land
Yet they wonder
Why we resist
Why we continue to fight
They call us savages
After trying to destroy
Our culture
That we don’t
Live like they do
Believe what they do
This makes us the savages?
I think not
We fight for what we believe in
Fight for freedom
For survival
How is that savagery?

WWW.MIGMAWEI.CA
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The Mi’gmawei Mawiomi
L’Assemblée ainsi que les
and staff of the Secretariat
employés du Secrétariat
would like to extend
Mi’gmawei Mawiomi
our warm wishes to you
tient à vous transmettre
for a Merry Christmas
des voeux de joie, de paix,
and a safe and
de bonheur et de prospérités.
Happy New Year.
Joyeuses fêtes!

